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(Physical Chemistry)

Quatrtum Mechanics
Postulates of quantum mechanics, Eigen functions and eigen values of angular
momentum; Space quantization, Hydrogenlike atoms, Angular wavefunctions and radial
wavefunotions. Perturbation method (first order and nondegenerate system) and
applioations to He-atom. Variation method with application to He atom. Valence bond
and molecul'ar orbital mc'dels of Hz molecule. Symmetric and antisymmetric
wavefunotions. Comparison of valence bond and molecular orbital models. Huckel
molecular orbital theory of ethylene and butadiene molecules. Huckel concept of
bonding, antibonding and nonbonding molecular orbitals.
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Raoult's law. Gibbs-Duhem-Margules equation. Mean ionic activity,
mean ionio activity coefticient and mean ionic molality of strong electrolytes, ionic
strengtlt.

Statistical. Thermodynamics
tvlaxwell-Boltzmann Statistics, Fermi-Dirac Statistics and Bose-Einstein Statistics and
their comparison, Application of Fermi-Dirac Statistics to electron gas in metals,
AppJication of Bose-Einstein Statistics to He-atom. Concept of ensemble, macro and
micro states. Partition function, Translational, Rotational and Vibrational partition
function, Relationship with tlermodynamic quantities.

Irreversible Thermodynamics
Transformation of generalized fluxes and forces, entropy production, States of minimum
entropy production. Phenomenological relations, Onsager's reciprocity relations,
principle of microscopic reversibility, electrokinetic phenomena.
Chemical Kinetics
Collision theory of reaction rales, Steric factor, Activated Complex theory, Comparison
with Amhenius equation, Kinetic and thermodynamic control of reactions' Ionic
reactions, Kinetic salt effects. Photochemical reactions between Hydrogen-Bromine an!-- Hydrogen-Chlorine. Homogeneous catalysis. Kinetics of enzyme reactions. Feitures blifast reactions. Study of fast reactions by flow and relaxation methods. Unimolecular
reactions, Lindemann and Hinshelwood theories, Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction.
Macromolecules
Types of polymers, number and mass average molecular mass, molecular mass
detennination by ultracenhifugation, Osmometer, Viscometer and Light scattering
methods.
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Capillary action, L,aplace equation, Kelvin equation, Gibbs adsorption equation, BET
equation, Estimation of surface area by BET equation, Surface film on liquids, Catalytic
activities at surface, surface active Bgents, classification, critical micellar cohcentration.
Factors affecting the CMC of surfactants.
Electrochemistry
Debye-huckel theoty of .ibn-ion interaction, Debye-Huckel-Onsager equation,
Thermodylamigs of electrified interface, Lippman equation, Method of determinition of
surface excess. Etducture of eleduified interface: Helmholtz parallel plate model, GuoyChapmann model, Stern model. Derivation of Butler_volmer equation, Tafel plot.
Polarography thoory, Ilkovic equation. Halfwave potentiafand its significance. '
Solid State Chemistry
Crystal Systems, Bravis lattices, symmetry, point symmetry and point goups. Defects in
solids, intrinsic and extinsic defects, line and place defects. Vacancies-Shottkey and
Frenkel defects. Thermodynamics of Shottkey and Frankel defect formation. Colour
centres'. Non-stoichiometry and defects.

Eleatonic Properties of Solids: Free electron theory and Band theory. Metals, insulators
and semioonductors. Band structure of meta[s, insulators and semiconductors, intrinsic
and extrinsio semiconductors, doping semiconductors, p-n junctions. Superconductivity.
Types of superconductors.
Optical Properties
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Optical reflectance. Photoconduction and photoelectric effect.

Origin and theory of diamagnetism. Quantum theory of paramagnetism
phenomenon, Magletic domains and magnetic hysteresis.
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Co-operative

Solid state reactions, kinetics of solid state reactions. Methods of synthesis of solid state
materials.

Organic soiids. Electrically conducting solids, organic charge rransfer complexes.
Organic metls, organic supercondu cto rs.
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- II

(Organic Chemistry)

Hyperconjugation, resonance and tautomerism. Aromaticity in non.benzoid compoundi;

,riti,oo*riti.1ty, pseudoaromaticity and homoaromaticiry: enantiomerism
diastereoisomlrism, racemic modification, determination

of

and

absolute configuration,

Etropisomerism.

Kinetic v/s thermodynamic control, curtin-Hammelt principle, Kinetic isotopic effect,
Hammett equation and linear. free-energy relatioirship. Different aspects of sNI, SN2 and
mixed sNl & SN2 mechanism, neighbouring group participation, classical and_nonclassical carbocations, nucleophilic iubstitutions at an allylic, aliphatic trigonal and
vinylic carbons.
Aromatic nucleophilic sunstitutions (the SNAr, SNI and Benzyne Mechanism)' The VonRitcher, Sommeiet-Hauser and Smiles rearrangements, Mechanistic and stereochemical
sspects of addition reactions involving electrophiles, nucleophiles and free radicals.
Hydroboration &. asymmetric epoxidation of olefins. Mechanism, orientation and
stireochemisty .in Ez .and pyrolytic eliminations. Peterson and Wittig olefination'
Tandem reactions consisting of Michael addition & consecutive reactions'

Addition of Grignard r€agents, organozinc and organolithium compounds to carbonyl and
unsaturated carbonyl comPounds.

FMp and pMO approach for pericyclic reactions (electiocyclic and cycloadditions: 4n
and 4n+2 syste;O. Mechanlsm of free- radical substitutions including aromatic
substrates. The effect

of solvent on the reactivity in free-radical substitutions'

for

and

carboxypeptidase-A. . Nucleophilic
displacement on phosphorous atom and ftcleavages. Meohanism of action of NAD+,
FAD, thiamine pyrophosphate and Co-enzyme A.

Enzyme mechanism

chymotrypsin

Photochemical Intermolecular reactions of the olefinic bond (geometrical isomerisms,
1,4- and 1,5-dienes. Photochemistry of
cyclization reaotions), rearrangement
cyclohexadienones.

of

r3C;
and mass spectrometry in structural elucidation
Applications of UV, IR, NMR (tH &
of organic compounds.

Principle ofprotectiOn ofdcohd and carbonyl groups
Applications of the following in organic synthesisi Swem oxidation,MPV reduction,
thalium(IЦ )nitrate,DBAL‐ H and Wolf‐ Kishner reduction

Section-III (Inorganic Chemistry)
Angular Mometrtum etrd Term Symbols
Electronic Angular Momenium: Orbital angular momentum, electron spin angular
momentum, total electronic angular momentum, the angular momentum of many-electron
atoms; summation of orbital conhibutions, summation of spin contributions, Total
angular momentum, L-S and j-j coupling scheme, determination of all Terms of p, and
dn ions, dgtermination of ground state term for pn and d' ions using L-S scheme,
determination of total degeneracy of terms, concept of microstates, splitting of Terms'in
Octahedral complexes.

Energetics of hybridization, Crystal Field Theory and its limitations, The splitting of dorbitals in different fields (octahedral, tetrahedral, tetragonally distorted octahedral,
square planar, complexes), Crystal field stabilization ene.gy, Factors affecting extent oi
spliuing and spectrochemical series.
Molecular Orbital Theory for Octahedral, Tetrahedral and Square planar Complexes,
Factor-s affecting the stability of metal complexes, Chelate effect and its thermodynamic
origin, energy profile ofa reaction
Reactivity qf metal complexes, inert and labile complexes, Mechanism of electron
transfer reactions in hansition metal complexes (outer-sphere and inner- sphere), Trans
effect.

Electron Spin Resonance Spectroscopy: Basic Principle, spin Hamiltonian, Hyperfine
coupling, spin polarization and McConnell relationship, Isotropic and anisbtropic
hyperfine coupling constants, spin-orbit coupling and significance of g- tensor,
Applicaion to transition metal complexes(having one unpaired electron) including
biological systems and inorganic free radical viz. BFz, Fz, PHs etc.
Mossbauer Spectroscopy: Basic Principles, spectral parameters and spectrum display,
Application ofthe teohnique to the studies of :
(a) bonding and structure of Fe2+ and Fe3+ compounds including those of intermediate
spin,

(b) Sn2* and Sna* compounds, nature of M-L bond, coordination number, and structure
and

(c) Detection of oxidation state and inequivalent MB atoms.

Environmental Chemistry: Chemical composition of atmosphere, Biogeochemical
cycles ofC, N, O and S, Soil pollution due to fertilizers, pesticides, plastics and metals,
Aquatic pollution due to inorganic, organic pesticides, industrial sewage, detergent etc.
Water quality pammeter such as DO, BOD, COD and contents of Chloride.
Environmental implications and abatements of cement industry, sugar industry, distillery,
paper and pulp mill, thermal and nuclear power plant and polymer/plastic industry,
chlorofluoro hydrocarbons, green house effect, acid rain.
Hazardous wastes and chemical treatment of hazardous wastes. B ioderadation and
principles of decomposition
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